We give a general result of finiteness for holomorphic families of Brieskorn modules constructed from a holomorphic family of one parameter degeneration of compact complex manifolds acquiring (general) singularities.
Introduction
In this article we are interested in the following situation : Let f : X → T be a proper holomorphic and surjective map between complex manifolds such that outside an hypersurface S ⊂ T the fibers of f are smooth. Then around the generic point of S we may assume that T is locally isomorphic to S 0 × D where D is a small open disc with center 0 in C and S 0 an open set in S. We can consider the restriction of f over S 0 × D as a holomorphic family parametrized by S 0 of one parameter degeneration of compact complex manifolds acquiring singularities over S 0 × {0}. Our first result is to give in such a local situation (with suitable hypotheses, always satisfied in the absolute case and in generic relative situations) a S−relative
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The general construction of (a,b)-modules in the relative case.
1.1 Our situation.
Notations. Let S be a reduced complex space. We shall say that π : X → S is a S−manifold when X is a reduced complex space and π a holomorphic map which is S−smooth. By definition this means that locally on X we have a S−isomorphism of X with a product S × U where U is an open set in C n+1 . Such an isomorphism will be called a S−relative chart or a S−relative system of coordinates on X .
In such a situation we have on X a locally free O X −sheaf of S−relative holomorphic differential forms Ω • /S which corresponds, via the local S−isomorphisms above, to the sheaf of holomorphic differential forms on U with holomorphic coefficients on S × U. For a holomorphic function f on X the S−relative differential is defined as a section of the sheaf Ω The situation (@). We shall consider a holomorphic function f : X → D where D is a disc with center 0 in C and where π : X → S is a S−manifold. We shall define Y := f −1 (0) and Z := {x ∈ X / d /S f x = 0}.
Hypothesis (H0). We shall assume that Y has codimension 1 in each fiber of π, that Z ⊂ Y and that Z has codimension ≥ 2 in each fiber of π.
Hypothesis (H1). We shall assume that locally on X there exists a proper S−modification τ :X → X such thatX is S−smooth andỸ := τ −1 (Y) is locally onX a S−relative normal crossing divisor. That is to say that f admits a simultaneous desingularisation over S.
Hypothesis (H2). We shall assume that locally on Z we shall find local S−relative Milnor fibration.
The precise meaning of these hypotheses is given below, but remark already that in the absolute case ( i. e. for S = {0}), the hypotheses (H1) and (H2) are always satisfied for any non zero germ of holomorphic function in C n+1 . The hypothesis (H0) in this absolute case asks simply that the hypersurface f −1 (0) is reduced. Note also that these hypotheses are purely local on Y.
Let me recall the following standard definitions which makes precise the hypothesis (H1). Definition 1.1.1 We shall say that the divisor Y := {f = 0} in the S−manifold X is a S−normal crossing divisor if near each point y ∈ Y there exists a system of local S−coordinate in X such that we have f (s, z) = z α where α is in N n+1 .
Definition 1.1.2 We shall say that the holomorphic function f : X → D on the S−manifold X admits a simultaneous desingularisation over S if there exists a proper S−modification τ :X → X whereX is a S−manifold and such thatỸ := {f • τ = 0} is a S−normal crossing divisor inX .
Note that by a S−proper modification we mean that τ is a proper holomorphic map such that there exists a closed analytic subset T ⊂ X with the following properties :
i) For each s ∈ S the fiber T s has empty interior in X s := π −1 (s).
ii) The map τ induces an isomorphism ofX \ τ −1 (T ) to X \ T .
The definition below, which makes precise the hypothesis (H2) is may-be less standard.
Definition 1.1.3 In the situation (@) we say that we have locally on Y a Milnor fibration for f is for each point y ∈ Y there exists an open neighbourhood S ′ of π(y) is S and a S ′ −relative chart ϕ : X ≃ S ′ × U where U is an open neighbourhood of the origin in C n+1 , with the following property:
• For any ε > 0 sufficently small, there exists η > 0 such that the restriction of
η with fiber a manifold F y with finite dimensional complex homology. Moreover we ask that this C N −fibration is independant of the choices of ε ≪ 1 and η ≪ ε.
Of course, for S = {0} this is always satisfied thanks to Milnor [Mi.68] . In general this is a quite strong condition on the situation (@) which implies, for instance, the fact that the S−relative cohomology of the fibers of f define a local system on S × D * near π(y) × f (y). Theen the corresponding relative Gauss-Manin meromorphic connection has along S × {0} a regular singularity thanks to [D. 70] .
Question. Does the condition (H1) implies the condition (H2) ?
1.2 The sheaf A S on a reduced complex space.
In this paragraph 1.2 we consider the situation (@) with the hypothesis (H0) alone.
Let S be a reduced complex space. We define the following sheaves on S:
We 
with the commutation relation a.b − b.a = b 2 and more generally with the relation
3. The sheaf A S of non commutative O S −algebras defined as the presheaf
with the commutation relation and a acting as ×x it is easy to see that Ξ (k) Λ,S is the standard sheaf with holomorphic coefficients in O S for multivalued asymptotic expansions in x with logarithmic terms of degree at most k, monodromy with spectrum in exp(2iπ.λ), λ ∈ Λ, and with locally L 2 growth near 0. It is easy to see that Ξ Notation. When we consider a sheaf F on Y, which is a complex space over S × {0} via the map f , we shall write that
], A S 0 , A S −module for short, when it is respectively a module over the sheaf of algebras on Y
• /S ). In our situation (@), under the hypothesis (H0), we define the complex (Ω
• /S ) which is the formal completion in f of the holomorphic S−relative de Rham complex. Recall that, by definition, the sheaf Ω • /S is defined by the presheaf on Y, given by the projective limit
The action of a onΩ 
( 1) where 
where
• is a coherent O X −module with support contained in Z. So there exists, thanks to the Nullstellensatz and the hypothesis (H0), locally on Z,
When we shall assume that Z is S−proper, the direct image theorem of H. Grauert will give the O S −coherence of the direct images
. This will be a key point for our finiteness theorem (see section 2). We have a natural inclusion f
, and this gives a subcomplex concentrated in degree 1 with zero differential of (K
we shall consider also the quotient complex (K
This exact sequence corresponds to the (a,b)-module version of the exact sequence involving the nearby cycles and the vanishing cycles sheaves in the usual context (see for instance [B.II] 2, or more simply look for a fixed s ∈ S).
2 we shall note K p f /S when we want to specify the function f we consider.
Note that with our hypothesis (H0) the sheaf
We want to describe now the natural actions of a and b on the cohomology sheaves of the complexes (K 
and a short exact sequence of
proof. The fact that for p ≥ 2 the connector ∂ p is an isomorphism is clear, as the S−relative de Rham complex is a f −1 (O S )−linear resolution of f −1 (O S ). Now we shall construct the splittingb 1 . Consider x ∈ K 1 /S such that d /S x = 0. Thanks to the relative de Rham lemma we may write x = d /S ξ with ξ ∈ O X . But the assumption that x is d /S f ∧−closed implies that ξ is locally constant along the S−fibers of Y \ Z because near such a point, we may find S−relative coordinates
is a function of (s, z 0 ) only. This proves our assertion, and the fact that Y is locally connected allows to choose ξ vanishing (set theoretically) on Y, because Y \ Z is dense in Y. Moreover this choice is unique because in the previous local computation near a point in Y \ Z, if x = g(s, z 0 ).dz 0 we have to choose ξ = G(s, z 0 ) with ∂G ∂z 0 (s, z 0 ) = g(s, z 0 ) and G(s, 0) = 0, which has an unique solution. So the continuity of ξ forces vanishing on all Y.
Now we define
with this unique choice of ξ. It is clearly O S −linear and
To finish the proof we shall prove the formula (F ) for each p ≥ 0. Writing
and sob
which concludes the proof.
Definition 1.2.2 We shall define
3. b = 0 on the cohomology of the quotient complex
.dz.
and b is induced on
Remarks.
1. For p = 1 the cohomology sheaves
canonically isomorphic as A S 0 −modules and that for p = 1 the maps in the exact sequence
2. Note that under the hypothesis (H0) we have the vanishing of
An easy consequence of the previous lemma is that we have a.b − b.a = b 2 for each cohomology sheaf of any of these complexes of
Now define the action of a and b as follows :
]−module is a consequence of the following lemma. 
proof. We shall prove the relation ( * ) and the estimations on the degree and on the valuation at 0 of T N j,h by induction on N. We have
with the convention T 
And 
An easy consequence of this corollary is that, using the hypothesis (H0) and the Nullstellensatz which gives locally on Y an integer N such that
It preserves also the action of b on the cohomology sheaves, and so induces isomorphisms of A 0 S −modules on the cohomology sheaves. 
For j = N we have d /S (y N ) = 0, so we may write (locally)
Then going on this way, we construct η j ∈Ω
So we get 
Notation. We shall identify via H(u 0 ) the cohomology sheaf E p of the complex (K 
is dense for the b−adic topology of E p , the p−th cohomology sheaf of the complex (K
). Note that we dont know that the b−adic topology of E p is separated under the hypothesis of this proposition (which is only (H0) as in all this section 1.2).
Proof. We begin by looking at the kernel of H p (u 1 ). Using the quasi-isomorphism u 0 we may consider only some
This proves the first point. To see that the image is dense, let X ∈ K p /S such that D /S X = 0 and fix an integer N.
2 The quasi-isomorphism.
We shall begin by showing how we shall use our hypotheses (H1) and (H2).
Use of (H1).
The hypothesis (H1) will be useful thanks to the following proposition.
Proposition 2.1.1 Let X π −→ S be a S−relative complex manifold and let f : X → D be an holomorphic function satisfying the following assumptions :
ii) Locally on X the function f admits a S−desingularization.
Then there exists locally on X an integer N such that we have a N .A(E • ) = 0 where E
• are the cohomology sheaves of the complex (K Lemma 2.1.2 We consider the situation (@) where we assume that X := S × U where U ⊂ C n+1 is a open neighbourghood of the origin and where π is the first projection. We assume that f (s, z) = z α where (z 0 , . . . , z n ) are the coordinates on C n+1 and where α ∈ N n+1 . Then the a−torsion A(E • ) of the cohomology sheaves of the complex (K
• /S ) is 0 and b −1 .a acts bijectively on the cohomology sheaves E
• .
proof of the proposition. As the problem is local on X we may assume the following facts :
i) X = S × U where S is Stein and where U is a polydisc in C n+1 .
ii) We have a S−proper modification τ :X → X such thatX is S−smooth and the zero set off := f • τ defines onX a S−relative normal crossing divisor.
We have, for each open set X ′ in X and for each integer q, an "edge" map from the spectral sequence of the hypercohomology,
. It is consequence of the equalities τ * (K Claim. There exists locally on X an integer N 1 such the sheaf maps e q induce isomorphisms between a
• /S ) is the direct image in the category of complexes of sheaves. 
• /S ) , degenerates at E 2 and gives that each e q induces the isomorphism of the claim.
end of the proof of 2.1.1. Now it is enough to prove that there exists locally on X an integer N 2 such that if
is in the a−torsion of this sheaf, then its image in
• /S ) is killed by a N 2 in this sheaf, because this allows to conclude by taking N := N 1 + N 2 . This is a easy exercice on hypercohomology because at each step of the spectral sequence we know that x is locally killed onX by a, thanks to the lemma 2.1.2, and that the obstruction for the next step is in the sheaf
), which is killed by a N 1 . So we may take N 2 = (n + 1).(N 1 + 1). 
Use of (H2
It implies that an A 0 S −module which is killed by a N is killed by b 2N .
We shall use the hypothesis (H2) via the following proposition :
Proposition 2.2.2 In the situation (@) with the hypotheses (H0), (H1) and (H2) the cohomology sheaves E • of the complex (K
proof. We begin by proving that it is enough to establish the following key properties of E := E • :
i) There exists locally on Y and integer N such that a 
Remark first that the inclusion
∩ m≥0 b m .E • ⊂ B(E) implies ∩ m≥0 b m .E • = {0}.
Moreover the inclusion ii) implies that B(E) ⊂Ã(E) becauseÃ(E) is
E) and our claim is proved. The condition i) has been established in proposition 2.1.1. The conditions ii) and iii) will be deduced from the following lemma.
Lemma 2.2.3 In the situation (@) with the hypothesis (H0) and (H2) let y ∈ Y and denote F y the Milnor fiber of f at y. Put π(y) :
which commutes with the actions of b. The kernel of dev y is exactly the germ at y of the a−torsion A(
where ω is a local section of K p+1 /S which is d /S −closed, and, for γ ∈ H p (F y , C), let (γ s,z ), (s, z) ∈ S × D * be the horizontal multivalued family of p−cycles in the fibers deduced form γ ; then define
is the germ at s 0 of multivalued asymptotic expansions (in the local coordinate z in D, see the example in section 1.2) where exp(2iπ.Λ) is the set of eigenvalues of the local monodromy at y and where n = dim C F y bounds the degrees of the logarithms. This commutes with the action of A S,s 0 . Then the fact that [ω] is in the kernel of dev y is clearly equivalent to the fact that [ω] induces the zero cohomology class on the generic fibers of the S−relative Milnor fibration of f at y. So this exactly means that [ω] is in A(E p+1 ) y .
End of the proof of the proposition 2.2.2. Note that it is enough to prove properties ii) and iii) for E p y for any p ≥ 0 and any y ∈ Y. But they are immediate consequence of the fact that the
has no a−torsion and is b−separated.
We have another important consequence of the lemma 2.2.3 Corollary 2.2.4 In the situation (@) with the hypothesis (H0) and (H2) the
proof. Remark first that E 
is of finite type. Remark then that the a−filtration and 
Remark. A consequence of the previous corollary is that A(E 
The theorem.
Our first important result is the extension to the S−relative case of the construction given in [B.II] theorem 2.1.1.
Theorem 2.3.1 In our situation (@), under the hypothesis (H0), (H1), (H2), the
Moreover we have the following properties of the A S −modules E p , p ≥ 0 :
iii) There exists locally on Y an integer
) may be embeded in some A S,s 0 −module of asymptotic expansions Ξ (n) Λ,S,s 0 ⊗ V where s 0 := π(y), V := H p (F y , C) and Λ ⊂]0, 1] ∩ Q is a finite subset. Here F y is the Milnor fiber of f at y, which coincides with the Milnor fiber at y of f restricted to π −1 (s 0 ), thanks to the hypothesis (H2). The set {exp(2iπ.λ), λ ∈ Λ} is the spectrum of the monodromy acting on H p (F y , C) .
Remark. This last property v) implies that the
is finitely generated by noetherianity (see the point 1. in the begining of section 1.2.)
The proof of the theorem 2.3.1 will be completed at the end of the section 2.3. 5 see the proof of the proposition 2.2.2 for the first equality.
We first remark that the cohomology sheaves E p satisfy the properties i) to v) for each p ≥ 0 :
The property i) is proved in proposition 2.1.1 ; the properties iv) is obtained in the proposition 2.2.2 and the property v) in the lemma 2.2.3. The properties ii) and iii) are shown in the final remark of the section 2.2.
We shall now prove that the cohomology sheaves E p satisfy the properties i) to v) under our hypotheses (H0), (H1), (H2).
The
We want to prove properties iii) and iv) for the cohomology sheaves E p .
Lemma 2.3.2 Assume that we have b
and this implies
Note that the relation
So the previous lemma and property iii) for the sheaves E p , ∀p ≥ 0 imply property iii) for the sheaves E p , ∀p ≥ 0.
Lemma 2.3.3 Assume now that we have, locally on Y an integer N such that
proof. As the case N = 1 is proved in the previous lemma it is enough to prove
These two "pull-back" maps are of course compatible with the the obvious pullback of relative differential forms and so with the natural map
defined in the theorem 2.3.1.
3 The finiteness theorem.
We assume in this section that we are in the situation (@) with the hypotheses (H0), (H1), (H2).
Definition 3.0.8 A left A S −module E on S is called S−small when the following conditions hold
2) B(E) ⊂ A(E).
3) Locally on S there exists an integer N such that a N .A(E) = 0.
4) The sheaves Ker b and Coker b are O S −coherent.
Remark that, using the results in section 2.2 the conditions 1) 2) and 3) implies that we have in fact B(E) =Ã(E) and b 2N .B(E) = {0} and then ∩ m≥0 b m .E = {0}.
Lemma 3.0.9 If a left A S −module E is S−small then E is a finite type
proof. We want to show that the sheaves Ker b ν are O S −coherent for all ν ≥ 1. As this is true for ν = 1 by the condition 4), assume that it is proved for ν ≥ 1 and let us prove that 
gives the coherence of Ker b ν+1 . This implies the coherence of B(E) thanks to the remark preceeding this lemma. Define now F := E B(E). We shall prove the coherence of F b.F . We have an isomorphism F b.F ≃ E B(E) + b.E and an exact sequence Our main result is the following finiteness theorem, which shows that the GaussManin connection produces in our situation a A S −module which is geometric .
Theorem 3.0.11 Let S be a reduced complex space and let X be a S−relative manifold of pure relative dimension n + 1. Note π : X → S the projection. have cohomology sheaves which are geometric A S −modules for any degree.
proof. Thanks to the theorem 2.3.1, we may replace the complex (K 
